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I Executive Summary
The COVID 19 virus has been reported in 188 countries and territories since its outbreak
in January 2020 1 As the pandemic shifts from a short term to a long term problem we attempt to
identify the lasting impact of COVID 19 on international relations This paper focuses on three
major impacts on global order governments differing responses to COVID 19 international
trade and effects on democracy Through investigating qualitative and quantitative evidence we
will analyze trends and shifts in decision making with a particular focus on the role of regime type
in the response to the current public health crisis Three conclusions emerge
1

Governments that acted weakly toward the virus early on citing democratic ideals of
protecting personal freedoms face more dire situations as the virus has spread
Successes in South Korea and Taiwan as well as rising distrust of China demonstrates
that autocracies are not consistently more successful in COVID 19 response

2

Early changes in trade have negatively impacted less democratic countries more than
democratic countries U S businesses are changing supply chains in favor of democratic
societies in which transparency and reliability reduce risks to business

3

Autocrats have exploited the distraction caused by the pandemic to strengthen their
power and delay electoral processes raising concerns of democratic backsliding globally

In light of these conclusions we make three predictions about the post COVID global order
1

The gap will continue to widen between countries that reacted quickly and effectively
toward the virus compared to countries that lagged behind Rising distrust in
non transparent regimes will exacerbate existing tensions

2

Businesses and governments will realign trade and political allies based on mutual
interests and regime type This shift will ensure greater transparency and reliability in
economic transactions

3

Budget shortfalls and ignorance of democratic backsliding and authoritarian grips on
power could exacerbate conflict worldwide

The ability to identify current shifts and predict future challenges is paramount in ensuring
proactive rather than reactive decision making and this research is the first step in examining
and envisioning a post pandemic global order
1

Coronavirus Which countries have confirmed cases A Ja
a August 13 2020
https www aljazeera com news 2020 01 countries confirmed cases coronavirus 200125070959786 html
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II Background
Over 48 million people have been infected by and over a million have died from the novel
Coronavirus COVID 19

2

What began as an outbreak in China has evolved into a global

pandemic 3 The COVID 19 pandemic has impacted the world in ways that were previously
unimaginable As the virus spread from China across the world states have looked inward to
protect the health of their citizens and economies In the U S stay at home orders business
closures travel bans and mask mandates offered domestic solutions to problems that were
perceived to be limited Nations originally approached COVID 19 as a short term problem but as
the virus persisted past the six month mark states began to consider long term solutions to the
foreign policy questions produced by COVID 19 Just as major shifts in international relations
have occurred after major wars and conflict the pandemic poses the same potential for a
reworking of foreign policies According to a recent Pew survey Americans are envisioning a
change in the post pandemic world order 4 This white paper works to predict and identify
potential changes before we become reactionary to them
COVID 19 has reignited discussion of democratic societies and freedom of information
The international community has criticized China for its late warning about the virus lethality and
infection rates 5 China also silenced critical information relating to the COVID 19 pandemic
including Dr Li Wenliang s warning that the virus could get out of control 6 Countries including
Russia7 and Iran8 have lacked transparency in reporting information about the Coronavirus and
have engaged in misinformation campaigns regarding the virus origins and impact 9 Is the fourth
2

COVID 19 Map Coronavirus Resource Center Johns Hopkins University last modified November 5 2020
https coronavirus jhu edu
3
Derrick Taylor A Timeline of the Coronavirus Pandemic N
Y
T
August 6 2020
https www nytimes com article coronavirus timeline html
4
Mara Mordecai How Americans Envision A Post Pandemic World Order P
R
ac C
 June 2 2020
https www pewresearch org fact tank 2020 06 02 how americans envision a post pandemic world order
5
China Didn t Warn Public of Likely Pandemic For 6 Key Days A
ca dP
 April 15 2020
https apnews com 68a9e1b91de4ffc166acd6012d82c2f9
6
Chris Buckley Chinese Doctor Silenced After Warning of Outbreak Dies From Coronavirus T N
Y
T
February 6 2020 https www nytimes com 2020 02 06 world asia chinese doctor Li Wenliang coronavirus html
7
Anatomy of Lies P
c  May 21 2020
https www economist com europe 2020 05 21 russias covid 19 outbreak is far worse than the kremlin admits
8
Iran COVID 19 Disinformation Fact Sheet Office of the Spokesperson Department of State
https www state gov iran covid 19 disinformation fact sheet 
9
Betsy Woodruff Swan State report Russian Chinese and Iranian disinformation narratives echo one another
P
c  April 21 2020
https www politico com news 2020 04 21 russia china iran disinformation coronavirus state department 193107
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wave of democratization on the horizon or will active government oppression of information win
through this pandemic In order to analyze implications for public health and social well being
supply chains and trade and governing regimes this white paper seeks to identify the role of
democracy and transparency in the various responses to the Coronavirus Through this analysis
we hope to investigate and predict foreign policy risks to come

III Public Health and Social Well Being
The Coronavirus pandemic has claimed over a million lives since the first reported case in
November 2020 10 While it is too early to draw conclusions about which countries fared best and
worst during the pandemic it is clear some countries acted successfully and quickly early on
while others lagged in their responses We offer five case studies below to articulate the
differences of COVID 19 responses by countries that prioritized collectivism and transparency
versus individualism and personal privacy As of August 2020 South Korea and Taiwan had
significantly fewer cases and deaths relative to population than the U K and the U S 

F

1 a d 2 The differences between the responses of South Korea and Taiwan in combating the
Coronavirus are rooted in transparency reliance on technology and learning from past mistakes
Conversely the U K and the U S acted in a manner that was slow and inefficient proving that not
all democracies were able to act quickly enough to stifle the virus We also offer China as an
example of how autocratic regimes are limiting data transparency to maintain power inducing
distrust from international onlookers The successes of Taiwan South Korea and other
democracies act as counterexamples to the idea that democratic regimes reacted inefficiently to
the pandemic an idea propagated by the Chinese government 11

10

Josephine Ma China s First Confirmed Covid 19 Case Traced Back to November 17 S
C aM
P 
March 13 2020
https www scmp com news china society article 3074991 coronavirus chinas first confirmed covid 19 case traced bac
k J
H
C
a
R
c C
 accessed November 3 2020 https coronavirus jhu edu
11
Daniel F Runde Conor M Savoy Shannon McKeown Post Pandemic Governance in the Indo Pacific Adapting
USAID s Strategy in the Face of Covid 19 C
S a
ca dI
a
a S d  September 25 2020
accessed October 26 2020
https www csis org analysis post pandemic governance indo pacific adapting usaids strategy face covid 19
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Figure 112

Figure 213

12

 Cumulative confirmed COVID 19 cases O W d Da a accessed August 14 2020
https ourworldindata org covid cases
13
 Total confirmed COVID 19 deaths per million people Aug 14 2020 O W d Da a accessed August 14 2020
https ourworldindata org grapher total covid deaths per million
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According to a report by M Jae Moon on agility and transparency during the Coronavirus
South Korea took an agile adaptive approach prioritizing flexibility in decision making and
transparency in results 14 South Korea s success was based upon their ability to learn from past
mistakes use of technology and collectivist culture The South Korean government learned
lessons from the MERS epidemic in 2015 and already had the infrastructure in place to provide
testing in mass quantities far earlier than other countries 15 They utilized technology to
contact trace infected people based on location and credit card data The government was
extremely transparent in providing citizens with necessary information timely statistics and
movement data on infected people and through a mobile app 16 While large events were
canceled the country never called for a mass lock down because of the government s extremely
successful contact tracing initiative and data transparency South Korea s ideals of collectivism
triumphed over individual freedoms following the initial January 20th outbreak and ultimately led
the country to enjoy fewer restrictions in the long term
Taiwan also utilized open communication and technology to implement democratic
solutions to the crisis 17 Like South Korea Taiwan acted quickly and used technology to track
movement early on and quarantine infected individuals without forcing the country into full
lock down Taiwan used lessons learned from the SARS outbreak in 2002 3 18 The government
quarantined infected individuals by monitoring their cell phone locations and created an Internet
platform to map out locations of quarantined people Because of these proactive measures
Taiwan announced its first day with no new cases as early as March 9 19
While Taiwan and South Korea s approaches of monitoring infected individuals locations
may seem like an invasion of privacy citizens reported in surveys that they would rather have

14

M Jae Moon Fighting COVID-19 with Agility Transparency and Participation Wicked Policy Problems and New
Governance Challenges P b c Ad
R  80 no 4 651 656 April 2020 DOI 10 1111 puar 13214
15
So Hyung Lim Kristin Sziarto When the illiberal and the neoliberal meet around infectious diseases an
examination of the MERS response in South Korea T
P
c G
a c  8 no 1 60 76 September 2019
DOI 10 1080 21622671 2019 1700825
16
Michael J Ahn Combating COVID 19 Lessons from South Korea Brookings Institute April 13 2020
https www brookings edu blog techtank 2020 04 13 combating covid 19 lessons from south korea 
17
Matthew M Kavanagh Transparency and Testing Work Better Than Coercion in Coronavirus Battle Foreign Policy
March 16 2020 https foreignpolicy com 2020 03 16 coronavirus what works transparency testing coercion
18
Mark Manantan Agile Governance Crushing COVID 19 Taiwan and South Korea The Diplomat May 22 2020
Retrieved from https thediplomat com 2020 05 agile governance crushing covid 19 taiwan and south korea 
19
Bill Chappell Taiwan Reports No New Coronavirus Cases Adding To Success In Fighting Pandemic NPR April 14
2020
https www npr org sections coronavirus live updates 2020 04 14 834431383 taiwan reports no new coronavirus case
s adding to success in fighting pandemic
7

transparency than the government withholding information citing collectivist ideals over
individualist priorities 20 Additionally both South Korea and Taiwan have existing legal
frameworks in place allowing government ministries to use citizens personal data under strict
accountability and transparency 21 Both Taiwan and South Korea utilized highly transparent
technology based solutions to enable citizens to work collectively against the early spread of the
virus avoiding the necessity of a heavy handed lock down approach
O

S cc
Canada like Taiwan learned from the SARS outbreak and coordinated with public health

experts to respond quickly in the early stages of the virus 22 Iceland was extremely successful in
suppressing rising cases by using a contact tracing mobile phone app allowing schools and
some restaurants to stay open 23 New Zealand had notably high testing capacity early on and an
advanced contact tracing system The government clearly communicated lock down
enforcements and expectations New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Arden has been praised
internationally for her transparency in decision making through the government s alert level
framework 24 In communicating about the virus Prime Minister Arden emphasized collectivist
ideals of citizens protecting their neighbor instead of framing COVID 19 as an enemy to be
defeated 25 These examples suggest that collectivism learning from past mistakes and reliance
on technology are not exclusive to Taiwan and South Korea but are consistent with many
success stories in combating COVID 19

20

Fighting COVID-19 with Agility Transparency and Participation Wicked Policy Problems and New Governance
Challenges
21
Agile Governance Crushing COVID 19 Taiwan and South Korea
22
Ian Bremmer The Best Global Responses to COVID 19 Pandemic T  June 12 2020
https time com 5851633 best global responses covid 19
23
How Iceland Handles Contact Tracing NPR May 17 2020
https www npr org 2020 05 17 857531810 how iceland handles contact tracing
24
Anna Jones How did New Zealand become Covid 19 free BBC N
 July 9 2020
https www bbc com news world asia 53274085 Suze Wilson Three reasons why Jacinda Ardern s coronavirus
response has been a masterclass in crisis leadership T C
a
 April 5 2020
https theconversation com three reasons why jacinda arderns coronavirus response has been a masterclass in crisis
leadership 135541
25
Jason Beaubien How Some Countries Brought New Cases Down to Nearly Zero How Did They Do It NPR May 27
2020
https www npr org sections goatsandsoda 2020 05 23 861577367 messaging from leaders who have tamed their co
untrys coronavirus outbreaks
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UK a dUS
The U K and the U S acted with a too little too late approach trying desperately to
preserve individual freedom over the collective good When their initial attempts did not prove
adequate they were left to deliver aggressive restrictions in the form of lock down mandates
The U K initially dismissed the threats posed by the Coronavirus identifying herd
immunity as its strategy and stating that it would rather 60 of the population become infected
than attempt to suppress the virus early on 26 It continued to host large concerts and sporting
events through the first two weeks of March even as cases increased across Europe 27 The U K
initially prioritized the notion that some percentage of the population would have to die in order
to achieve population wide immunization for the sake of protecting the individual freedoms of
others However as cases increased and guidance from the World Health Organization
continued to contradict U K government officials the U K began adopting a stricter approach by
instituting a national lock down in late March 28
The U S surpassed the five million mark when cases skyrocketed throughout the summer
months 29 The U S federal government never instituted a nationwide lockdown Instead states
were left to determine their own responses leading to disparate public health policies from state
to state Restrictions of U S states such as longer term lockdowns ended up reducing more
individual freedoms than the approaches of Taiwan and South Korea despite the U S
supposedly prioritizing individual freedoms to a greater extent Reserving individual freedoms
initially consequented in reduced freedom later on instigating backlash Even the few restrictions
initiated at the state level ignited protests from citizens across the country who demanded more
individual freedom 30 While many supporters of the U K and U S approaches argue data driven
contact tracing policies come at the expense of the protection of personal privacy multiple
studies have concluded that Taiwan and South Korea successfully utilized citizens location and

26

Anthony Costello The UK s Covid 19 Strategy Dangerously Leaves Too Many Questions Unanswered T
G a d a  March 15 2020
https www theguardian com commentisfree 2020 mar 15 uk covid 19 strategy questions unanswered coronavirus out
break
27
Noel Titheradge Dr Faye Kirkland Coronavirus Did Herd Immunity Change the Course of the Outbreak BBC
N
 July 20 2020 https www bbc com news uk 53433824
28
Les Steed and Niamh Cavanagh Locked In When did lockdown start in the UK T S  June 1 2020
https www thesun co uk news 11304061 uk coronavirus lockdown month lasted start end 
29
Cases in the U S Centers for Disease Control and Prevention accessed August 10 2020
https www cdc gov coronavirus 2019 ncov cases updates cases in us html
30
Doina Chiacu Barbara Goldberg More U S Protests Call for Lifting Coronavirus Restrictions as Governors Push
Back R
 April 20 2020
https www reuters com article us health coronavirus usa more u s protests call for lifting coronavirus restrictions as g
overnors push back idUSKBN2210MH
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other personal data while still maintaining democratic ideals of personal privacy and collective
safety 31
C

a
Though case data reveals China being successful in combating COVID 19 China s

reaction to the Coronavirus is mired in controversy

32

China was slow to report the first case of

the Coronavirus utilizing media censorship to limit the spread of information and potentially
manipulating COVID 19 case data Though Chinese medical personnel reported the first case of
the Coronavirus on November 17 2019 China did not communicate with the World Health
Organization about the virus until December 31 33 At the onset of the outbreak the Chinese
government stifled information about the virus by censoring social media and quieting healthcare
professionals 34 By February 2 2020 the Chinese government admitted shortcomings and
deficiencies in their response as reported cases in China reached 20 000 and rose steadily 35
After the death of Dr Li Wenliang international onlookers criticized China s attempts at hiding the
severity of the virus Satellite images of traffic patterns near Chinese hospitals and people lining
up at funeral homes suggest that the true death toll of COVID 19 in Wuhan was originally far
greater than what was reported 36 As Ken Moritsugu points out international actors have long
been skeptical of data reported by the Chinese government many have speculated that the
Chinese economy may be 21 smaller than official data suggests 37 This discrepancy suggests
that a lack of transparency during the COVID 19 pandemic is exacerbating existing tensions
between democratic and authoritarian states A recent Pew Research Center study indicates

31

Yang W Y
Tsai C 2020 Democratic Values Collective Security and Privacy Taiwan People s Response to
COVID 19 A a J
a
P b cO
R
a c  8 3 222 245 https doi org 10 15206 AJPOR 2020 8 3 222
David Oliver Kasdan Jesse W Campbell Dataveillant Collectivism and the Coronavirus in Korea Values Biases and
Socio Cultural Foundations of Containment Efforts Ad
a
T
P a  August 2020
https doi org 10 1080 10841806 2020 1805272
32
 Post Pandemic Governance in the Indo Pacific Adapting USAID s Strategy in the Face of Covid 19
33
China s First Confirmed Covid 19 Case Traced Back to November 17
34
Emily Feng and Amy Cheng Critics Say China Has Suppressed And Censored Information In Coronavirus
Outbreak NPR February 8 2020
https www npr org sections goatsandsoda 2020 02 08 803766743 critics say china has suppressed and censored i
nformation in coronavirus outbrea
35
Coronavirus China Admits Shortcomings and Deficiencies BBC N
 February 4 2020
https www bbc com news world asia china 51362336
36
Ken Moritsugu How Accurate Are China s Virus Numbers PBS April 1 2020
https www pbs org newshour world how accurate are chinas virus numbers Kaitlyn Folmer and Josh Margolin
Satellite Data Suggests Coronavirus May Have Hit China Earlier Researchers ABC N
 June 8 2020
https abcnews go com International satellite data suggests coronavirus hit china earlier researchers story id 7112327
0
37
How Accurate Are China s Virus Numbers
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unfavorable views of China have reached historic highs in the 14 countries studied with the
majority of citizens having no confidence Chinese President Xi Jinping to do the right thing
when it comes to international affairs

38

The Coronavirus has brought to light a lack of transparency within many regimes across
the world As James R Hollyer B Peter Rosendorff and James Raymond Vreeland explain in
D
39

c ac a d T a

a

c  Whether information about a country is available is no accident

Regimes are using COVID data discrepancies to maintain legitimacy and avoid accountability

for unsuccessful decisions
The successes of Taiwan and South Korea prove that despite China s propaganda more
centralized and authoritarian governments are not necessarily more successful in handling the
virus 40 Furthermore the failures of the U K and the U S highlight the necessity of democracies
to act quickly in response to crises and be willing to utilize technology and big data for the sake
of protecting freedom and public safety in the long term The China case proves that
transparency within world politics will be a determinant of a country s trustworthiness and
governments the private sector and citizens will make decisions about which states to engage
with accordingly

IV Global Supply Chains and Trade
COVID 19 uproots global trade and supply chain patterns in ways that were once
unimaginable China has led the world in trade comprising 13 45 of global exports 41 As China
struggles with transparency 42 intermittent closures due to breakouts 43 and the potential for
future virus outbreaks 44 U S and international businesses will be and have been negatively
affected China s lack of transparency in reporting Coronavirus data has affirmed pre existing

38

Laura Silver Kat Devlin Christine Huang Unfavorable Views of China Reach Historic Highs in Many Countries
Pew Research Center October 6 2020 Retrieved from
https www pewresearch org global 2020 10 06 unfavorable views of china reach historic highs in many countries
39
 Democracy and Transparency
40
 Post Pandemic Governance in the Indo Pacific Adapting USAID s Strategy in the Face of Covid 19
41
Is China the World s Top Trader  C
S a
ca dI
a
a S d  nd
https chinapower csis org trade partner 
42
How China Blocked WHO and Chinese Scientists Early In Coronavirus Outbreak NBC June 2 2020
ttps www nbcnews com health health news how china blocked who chinese scientists early coronavirus outbreak n1
222246
43
China s Ground Zero Reports Virus Infections Medical Express May 10 2020
https medicalxpress com news 2020 05 china wuhan virus infection month html
44
Michelle Roberts Flu virus with pandemic potential found in China BBC June 30 2020
https www bbc com news health 53218704
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distrust of their economic reliability 45 PricewaterhouseCoopers has acknowledged these supply
chain disruptions stating that the COVID 19 outbreak is likely to result in longer lasting
reconfigurations of supply chains to build resilience

46

We believe that U S companies and

entities may reduce supply chains and trade with China in favor of states with heightened
transparency and likeminded values
We rely on two measures of importance to assess trade changes amidst the pandemic
transparency and reliability
●

Ta

c  is increasingly important for companies working abroad According to the

a

OECD transparency relating to changing rules and access to meaningful information is a
powerful incentive to invest for international investors with operations in foreign
countries 47 Meanwhile consumers have involved themselves in supply chain processes
rewarding those with responsible and transparent supply chains 48 Research at MIT has
indicated that there is a boost in consumer trust when supply chain visibility is
heightened as consumers become savvier and more skeptical about social
responsibility

49

Ec

c

cS

growth 50
●

R

ab

Work done by Perkins Casta o and Montemayor in the J

a

 confirms that fewer transparency measures tend to decrease trade

 is paramount for consistent business and trade benefits Research conducted

by Chopra and Sodhi over five years ago discussed the importance of protecting supply
chains from serious and costly disruptions 51 Democracies have been shown to reduce
political risk for international investors leading us to indicate that instead of simply
diversifying or regionalizing supply chains companies may be searching for transparent

45

How Accurate Are China s Virus Numbers
Kevin Keegan COVID 19 Operations and supply chain disruption PricewaterhouseCoopers n d
https www pwc com us en library covid 19 supply chain html
47
Public Sector Transparency and the International Investor O a a
Ec
cC O a
a d
D
 2003 https www oecd org investment investment policy 18546790 pdf
48
Alexis Bateman Leonardo Bonanni What Supply Chain Transparency Really Means Ha a d B
R

August 20 2019 https hbr org 2019 08 what supply chain transparency really means
49
Sara Brown Supply chain visibility boosts consumer trust and even sales Ma ac
I
T c

August 20 2019
https mitsloan mit edu ideas made to matter supply chain visibility boosts consumer trust and even sales
50
Rosalyn Perkins Mary Caroline Casta o Condrad Montemayor Analysis of predictability and accountability
transparency practices and FTA on trade growth in selected countries of the Asia Pacific region a descriptive causal
approach J
a
Ec
cS c
7 no 10 2018 https doi org 10 1186 s40008 018 0109 z
51
Sunil Chopra and ManMohan Sodhi Reducing the Risk of Supply Chain Disruptions MIT S a Ma a
R
Match 18 2014 https sloanreview mit edu article reducing the risk of supply chain disruptions 
46

12

and reliable locations for future supply chain and trade locations 52 As noted by Freedom
House stable transparent governments built on respect for human rights and the rule of
law tend to foster environments that are conducive to the establishment and unfettered
operation of private enterprises

53

While stability has always been of importance to

business interests the COVID 19 pandemic has identified the unreliability and unforeseen
costs of current supply chain structures during crises
These factors of importance are supported by existing literature including Gibler and Rider who
identify that compatible interests are a greater predictor of alliance than power politics 54 as well
as work completed by Hollyer Rosendorff and Vreeland that finds that democracies are more
transparent regarding policy relevant data 55
I

a

a I

a dS

C a

R

ca

Initially many were wary of making changes to trade and supply chains in response to
what was seen as a short term economic shutdown However as the pandemic continues to rage
past the 9 month mark evidence points to long term action for change
●

According to an April 2020 Wa S

J

a  survey covering the 25 largest U S

businesses in China the percent of companies seeing a decoupling from China as
impossible dropped by 22 from the month prior exemplifying a willingness to relocate
after incurring unforeseen costs 56
●

General Electric s CEO Larry Culp acknowledged that expenses are more than a
nuisance level and Corteva CEO Jim Collins has noted that their profit margins have
increased partly due to their dual source strategy with its facilities being located in
Europe as well as China As China struggled with COVID 19 Europe was able to cover
productivity 57

52

Nathan Jensen Political Risk Democratic Institutions and Foreign Direct Investment J
a
P
c 7
 0 no 4
October 2008 1040 1052 DOI 10 1017 S0022381608081048
53
Sarah Repucci Democracy Is Good for Business F d
H
August 3 2015
https freedomhouse org article democracy good business
54
Douglas Gibler Toby Rider Prior Commitments Compatible Interests versus Capabilities in Alliance Behavior
I
a
a I
ac
 30 no 4 2004 309 329 DOI 10 1080 03050620490883985
55
James R Hollyer B Peter Rosendorff and James Raymond Vreeland Democracy and Transparency J
a
P
c  73 no 4 October 2011 DOI https doi org 10 1017 S0022381611000880
56
Trefor Moss Pandemic Makes U S China Economic Breakup More Likely U S Businesses in China Say Wa S
J
a  April 17 2020
https www wsj com articles pandemic makes u s china economic breakup more likely u s businesses in china say 115
87113926
57
AI Root Coronavirus Has Led to Higher Costs and Supply Chain Issues One Company Has a Solution Ba

May 8 2020
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●

The Economist Intelligence Unit published a report that echoed Collins strategy
predicting that the pandemic will accelerate regional supply chains as companies look to
diversify their resilience 58 India has become a benefactor of this shift as the government
hopes to lure 1 000 U S companies out of China 59 Despite India s own struggle to contain
the virus its government has strong scores in political and civil liberties scores in
comparison to that of China with companies hoping that India will remain a more
transparent and reliable alternative to China 60

●

According to a recent Gartner survey one third of companies are moving their supply
chains away from China and to popular alternatives including Mexico India and Vietnam
61

all of which have higher Freedom House scores than China 62 Vietnam impressed with

their timely and effective communications As noted by the International Monetary Fund
effective and transparent communications won the population s buy in and contains
broader lessons for developing countries in containing COVID 1963 In April 2020
Facebook made a 5 7 billion investment in an Indian digital services company Jio
Platforms 64 India has been mentioned as a location for a low cost opportunity for supply
chain destinations in the world s largest democracy a factor that may be of importance as
companies relocate in the future 65
This evidence points towards a shifting trend toward transparency Dual sourcing in a country
that is more transparent and reliable than China may be the beginnings of this change As the

https www barrons com articles coronavirus has led to higher costs and supply chain issues one company has a solu
tion 51588939223
58
Chloe Taylor Coronavirus will undo globalization and create regional supply chains economists predict CNBC
May 13 2020
https www cnbc com 2020 05 13 coronavirus will undo globalization make supply chains regional eiu html
59
Archana Chaudhary India Looks to Lure More Than 1 000 U S Companies Out of China B
b  May 7 2020
https www bloombergquint com economy finance india looks to lure more than 1 000 u s companies out of china
60
 Global Freedom Scores Freedom House last modified 2020
https freedomhouse org countries freedom world scores
61
Sean Galea Pace Gartner 33 of Supply Chain Leaders moving China operations  S
C a J une 25 2020
https www supplychaindigital com supply chain gartner 33 supply chain leaders moving china operations
62
Global Freedom Scores Freedom House last modified 2020
https freedomhouse org countries freedom world scores
63
IMF Country Focus IMF June 29 2020
https www imf org en News Articles 2020 06 29 na062920 vietnams success in containing covid19 offers roadmap f
or other developing countries
64
Ravi Agrawal Why Facebook is Betting Big on India  F
P c  April 23 2020
https foreignpolicy com 2020 04 23 facebook betting big india investment reliance jio 
65
Vijay Govindarajan and Gunjan Bagla As Covid 19 Disrupts Global Supply Chains Will Companies Turn to India
Ha a d B
R
 May 25 2020
https hbr org 2020 05 as covid 19 disrupts global supply chains will companies turn to india
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pandemic persists supply chains will continue to diversify in favor of transparent and reliable
environments ultimately heightening trading between democracies

U S T ad S
U S trade discussions tell a similar story with many discussing potential for reshoring
businesses There have been reports of creating reshoring funds from the U S government
worth 25 billion to encourage companies to reconsider their trade relationship with China and
to diversify American supply chains 66 This focus crosses aisles and would likely continue if an
electoral transition occurs with the Biden campaign noting The U S needs to address supply
chain vulnerabilities and immediately close identified gaps the goal here is not pure
self sufficiency but broad based resilience

67

In a F

A a

 piece in January Biden wrote

The United States must sharpen its innovative edge and unite the economic might of
democracies around the world to counter abusive economic practices and reduce inequality

68

While supply chain changes are often slow to adapt trade changes offer insight into how
particular countries have fared in reacting to the virus in comparison to others As demonstrated
in Figure 3 below analysis of U S import changes among the top 25 exporters to the U S
allows for the identification of numerous trends Among these 25 exporters to the U S the ten
least free countries as measured by Freedom House scores experienced greater
month to month average decreases than that of the ten most free countries from January 2020
to May 2020 especially compared to import amounts prior to a substantial number of COVID
cases

1 000 As can be seen from Figure 3 the ten countries with the lowest Freedom House

scores experienced an average month to month import decrease of 330 45 million despite a
75 2 million increase from December 2019 to January 2020 The ten countries with the highest
Freedom House scores experienced an average decrease of 260 06 million despite a decrease
of 567 15 million from December 2019 January 2020 Less democratic countries experienced
larger trade decreases after the onset of COVID 19 despite experiencing larger trade increases

66

Andrea Shalal Alexandra Alper Patricia Zengerle U S mulls paying companies tax breaks to pull supply chains
from China R
 May 18 2020
https www reuters com article us usa china supply chains u s mulls paying companies tax breaks to pull supply chain
s from china idUSKBN22U0FH
67
The Biden Plan to Rebuild U S Supply Chains 2020 https joebiden com supplychains 
68
Joseph Biden Jr Why America Must Lead Again F
A a  March April 2020
https www foreignaffairs com articles united states 2020 01 23 why america must lead again

15

prior to the pandemic indicating that less democratic countries may struggle to adapt to volatility
and pose a greater political risk for businesses and nations

Figure 369

I

ca
This section has helped to identify numerous trends and warnings related to international

trade and supply chains
1

Businesses will begin to diversify supply chains potentially leading to substantial shifts in
trade

2

Trade will follow supply chains to more transparent and reliable governments in order to
mitigate future risk These changes are likely to be carried out regardless of who is in
office in January of 2020

3

We predict a renewed focus on the realignment of allies based on mutual interests and
governing type As democracies begin to trade more exclusively with one another

 U S Trade in Goods by Country United States Census Bureau 2020
https www census gov foreign trade balance index html
6

16

potential trade agreements like the one between Iran and China will become more
prevalent 70
4

The economic repercussions of the pandemic will extend further than GDP and
productivity declines and this section sheds light on a few of those implications

V Democratic Backsliding and Authoritarian Action
COVID 19 has caused a dangerous uptick in democratic backsliding and authoritarian
grips on power accelerating trends in the erosion of democratic institutions Decreased
commitments to democracy may reduce transparency around the world at just the moment we
need to support economic prosperity Scholars including Hollyer Rosendorff and Vreeland have
suggested that democracies are more transparent than other forms of government even after
controlling for factors like GDP and IMF participation 71
Anti democratic leaders have historically used emergencies to consolidate power and all
signs suggest that the Coronavirus pandemic will be no different especially given the
powerlessness many citizens feel while practicing social distancing 72 On June 25 2020 over
500 Nobel Laureates and civil leaders published a letter warning that COVID 19 will have
devastating effects for the globe s democracies The letter states
Authoritarian regimes not surprisingly are using the crisis to silence critics and tighten
their political grip But even some democratically elected governments are fighting the
pandemic by amassing emergency powers that restrict human rights and enhance state
surveillance without regard to legal constraints parliamentary oversight or timeframes for
the restoration of constitutional order 73
Indeed 70 countries around the world have already postponed elections as a result of the
pandemic with 25 countries postponing national elections 
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Figure 4

Scholars like Mohammed Cherkaoui believe that the pandemic could accelerate
right wing populism isolationism and closed door policies 75 Freedom House has suggested that
the Coronavirus is the inflection point that could accelerate downward trends or reinvigorate
democracy

76

In order to explore the ramifications and scope of this democratic backsliding we

identify multiple case studies to draw conclusions about the future of democracies in a
post COVID world These case studies are not a comprehensive list of all assaults to democracy

75

Mohammed Cherkaoui The Shifting Geopolitics of Coronavirus and the Demise of Neoliberalism Al Jazeera
Centre for Studies March 22 2020
https studies aljazeera net sites default files articles documents 2020 03 The 20Shifting 20Geopolitics 20of 20C
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since the beginning of the Coronavirus pandemic In particular many other governments such as
Bangladesh Belarus Cambodia Egypt El Salvador Syria Thailand Turkey Uganda and
Vietnam have all taken measures to silence critics medical professionals journalists and political
opposition during the pandemic 77 Not only do these actions threaten democracy but they also
undermine transparency that can help governments combat the virus more effectively while
maintaining trust on the global stage
E

c P

H

a

In Hungary Prime Minister Viktor Orb n succeeded in getting parliament to pass a law
which weakened parliament s checks on the executive and granted the Prime Minister
emergency powers indefinitely 78 These emergency powers which the Hungarian Parliament
voted to end in mid June enabled Orb n to change any law or dissolve the Hungarian
parliament effectively allowing him to rule by decree 79 Orb n claimed to need these extra
powers in order to combat the Coronavirus outbreak 80
E

c P

P

Similarly to Hungary s Prime Minister Victor Orban the Philippines President Rodrigo
Duterte has coerced the legislature into giving him emergency powers to fight the Coronavirus
These powers include the ability to reallocate the budget and manage hospitals 81 Many scholars
believe that Duterte will leverage these capabilities to penalize opponents and improperly
manage state funds Additionally the legislature criminalized disseminating false information
raising the possibility that Duterte could use the law to restrict freedom of the press 82
C

a C a

R
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Russia s recent constitutional changes which 78 of voters approved will allow Vladimir
Putin to stay in power through 2036 Putin s opposition has suggested that the government
77

Larry Diamond Democracy Versus the Pandemic F
A a  June 13 2020
https www foreignaffairs com articles world 2020 06 13 democracy versus pandemic
78
Edward Szekeres Hungary No Longer a Democracy After Coronavirus Law Balkan Insight blog March 31 2020
https balkaninsight com 2020 03 31 hungary no longer a democracy after coronavirus law
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manipulated the votes and opponents of the referendum argue that the measure amounts to a
constitutional coup

83

The vote came amidst the country s struggle to combat the Coronavirus

which Putin has used as an excuse to install facial recognition tools across the country to enforce
quarantine rules 84
S

c

C

c

V

a

In Venezuela Juan Guaid s supporters worry that the Maduro regime might use the
Coronavirus pandemic to amass international legitimacy by tying humanitarian aid to recognition
for Nicolas Maduro s rule 85 Further Maduro has leveraged the pandemic as a means to control
Venezuelans freedoms and to silence doctors and journalists that report on the severity of the
virus 86 Forced disappearances in Venezuela have increased since the beginning of the
Coronavirus pandemic and these detentions are lasting longer because courts are closed
movement is restricted and most of Venezuela s bureaucracy is under lockdown

87

The Maduro

regime has also called citizens who have gotten the Coronavirus bioterrorists and encouraged
community members to report those who have been infected 88 Venezuelans who have returned
home after losing jobs abroad have been forced into crowded rooms with limited food water or
masks in order to contain potential cases of the virus from spreading to the rest of the
population 89
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Many statistical measures of democratic freedom such as Freedom House s Global
Freedom Status metrics have not yet been updated to account for the effects of the Coronavirus
However Reporters without Borders World Press Freedom Index which measures the ability of
journalists to report freely in 180 countries and territories has already found that there is a clear
correlation between suppression of media freedom in response to the coronavirus pandemic
and a country s ranking in the Index with countries like China and Hungary falling several places
in the index 90
I

ca
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As a result of all these assaults on democratic freedoms we argue that the Coronavirus

pandemic will have four key impacts on the global order in the future
1

Nation states across the globe will need to reckon with the long term consequences of
COVID 19 While nations originally perceived the Coronavirus pandemic to be a
short term problem governments and media will need to begin focusing on the effects of
democratic backsliding around the globe Similarly democratic governments will need to
resume attention to foreign policy conflicts in order to prevent an increase in
authoritarianism Recent explosions near Iran s nuclear enrichment facilities indicate that
some nations may be turning their eyes towards foreign policy once more 91

2

Budget deficits and economic downturns resulting from the Coronavirus pandemic may
cause the U S and other democratic forces to decrease foreign aid in the near term 92
However as an article from CSIS suggests The United States cannot let gains in
governance in developing countries erode during this time and should support local
development partners

93

Although the U S is facing public health and economic

challenges of its own continuing to support global development will be necessary to
ensure that countries like China do not leverage the Coronavirus to expand their
long term global influence

90

Reporters Without Borders 2020 World Press Freedom Index Entering a Decisive Decade for Journalism
Exacerbated by Coronavirus April 19 2020
https rsf org en 2020 world press freedom index entering decisive decade journalism exacerbated coronavirus
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Dalia Dassa Kaye Has Israel Been Sabotaging Iran Here s What We Know Wa
P  July 15 2020
https www washingtonpost com politics 2020 07 15 has israel been sabotaging iran heres what we know
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3

Conflict is likely to increase if the Coronavirus pandemic continues to cause democratic
backsliding As democratic peace theorists such as Immanuel Kant Thomas Paine and
Alexis de Tocqueville have suggested democracies are less likely to be involved in
armed conflict with other democratic actors If the Coronavirus succeeds in diminishing
democracy around the world it is reasonable to conclude that we will see a rise in conflict
as well

4

While COVID 19 has certainly put democracies around the world to the test there is some
reason to believe that democratic institutions may be strong enough to endure short term
assaults For example Hungary s parliament has already repealed Victor Orban s
emergency powers Many other democracies around the world have already proved that
combating COVID 19 is possible without sacrificing personal freedoms

VII Conclusion
Countries continue to look internally to solve a pandemic that has substantial external
implications Ignoring the impact of COVID 19 on the global order will only prolong the
multifaceted consequences of the virus As identified in this paper the gap between successful
and unsuccessful responses will widen the level of transparency of governments will become
increasingly important supply chains and trade relationships will change to prevent risk and
increase reliability and democracies will backslide while autocrats exploit international
distraction The stakes have never been greater as poor governance offers potential for citizen
deaths massive economic losses and a potential reversal of democratic leadership that could
exacerbate global conflict
While this discussion offers a focus on three different areas of analysis it barely scratches
the surface of the impact that the Coronavirus may have on the global order and foreign policies
The Coronavirus pandemic throws what was thought to be a stable post World War II order into
uncertainty Regardless of when the global curve flattens the vulnerabilities of economies
populations and governing regimes have been exposed and will be a subject of change in the
coming months and years
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